Wednesday 13th May 2020
Home Learning – Year 6 - Week 4 – Wednesday
Reading

Turn to page 2 for the reading text then answer these questions in your
exercise book. This text will be the same tomorrow, so if you are printing the
text, you can keep the text and use it tomorrow.
Once you have answered the following questions, go to page 4 for the
answers.

Writing

1. How long had Peake been living on the ISS?
2. Write down two jobs Tim had to do on the mission.
3. Why were the astronauts carried out of the capsule?
4. What did Peake notice once he’d left the capsule?
Over the next three days, you will be working towards writing an information
leaflet. Today, you will be identifying the features of an information leaflet.
Click the link below to access the lesson.
https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/english/information-leaflet-lesson-3identifying-features-year-6-wk2-3
We recommend setting aside 1 hour to complete this lesson.

Maths

Follow the link below to access the lesson. In today’s lesson, you will be
classifying different types of quadrilateral and learning about the sum of
their internal angles.
https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/maths/compare-and-classifyquadrilaterals-year-6-wk3-3

Science

We recommend setting aside 1 hour to complete this lesson.
Today, you are investigating this question – why our pulse increase when we
exercise?
1) Go to page 3 and read the information text.
2) Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWGulLAa0O0.
Now, in your exercise book, answer the question: why our pulse increase
when we exercise? You can use diagrams and pictures in your answer.

Fabulous Finish

Don’t forget to do at least 30 minutes Reading for Pleasure!
We recommend: 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea by Jules Verne. You can
listen to the story and read along at the same time!
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/digital_books/2331.html

Arithmetic: 1) 4 ÷ 3 + 2 x 6

2) 3.4 + 0.885

3) 2 - 5
6
6

4) 3 x 1
2

Spellings: co-own, re-examine, pre-existing, co-ordinate, re-enter, deemphasise, co-operate, ultra-ambitious.
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Reading Text
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Science

Our Bodies!
Did you know?
Your heart beats about 3,000,000,000 times during your
lifetime! And, if you stretched out all of your blood vessels,
they would reach a quarter of the way to the moon!

Speed up, slow down
When we exercise, our heart beats faster. Try it! Find you
pulse and measure it when you are resting. Now exercise
hard for a few minutes and take another measurement. Are
the number of beats per minute the same?
When we exercise, our heart needs to pump blood around
our body faster. Why do you think this is?

Find out
The human heart beats about 70 times a minute when we
are resting a hummingbird’s heart beats 1300 times each
minute! A blue whale’s beats only 10 times each minute. Is
there a pattern between the number of heart beats per
minute and the size of an animal?
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